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Abstract

Electron microscopy is undoubtedly one of the most important tools for visualizing the morphology of industrial heterogeneous
With improvements in resolution, it is now possible to directly image the complex nanostructure of catalytic materials. Spect
measurements performed in situ within the microscope provide elemental analysis and information on oxidation state and bon
development of in situ, controlled atmosphere instruments means that we can now study working catalysts, instead of sim
postmortem examinations. In this review, we assess the state of the art and highlight some of the insights provided by microsc
study of catalysts. We then look to the future to see the developments on the horizon (notably aberration-corrected microscopy)
have the largest impact on our ability to understand catalysts.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Since the invention of the transmission electron mic
scope, electron microscopy has been a key techniqu
allowing us to see the atomic scale structure of mater
Steady improvements in instrumental resolution and av
ability of in situ spectroscopies have only increased
importance of electron microscopy for the study of ca
lysts. Both scanning and transmission electron microsc
(SEMS/TEMS) are capable of providing information
the nanoscale structures seen in heterogeneous cataly
the past decade, the advent of scanning probe microsc
(STM/AFM) have provided images with even higher s
tial resolution, and real time images of adsorbates in mo
However, these scanning probe techniques are best s
for the study of flat surfaces and of model catalysts.
gain insight into the three-dimensional structure of ind
trially relevant heterogeneous catalysts, electron micros
remains a vital tool in the arsenal of the catalytic chemis

The purpose of this review is to highlight the insights p
vided by electron microscopy for the study of heterogene
catalysts, while assessing the state of the art in the app
tion of electron microscopy today. In keeping with the sp
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of this 40th anniversary special commemorative issue o
Journal of Catalysis, we start with a historical overview, a
tempting to put into perspective some of the achievem
over the past two decades. Finally, we ask the question:
would heterogeneous catalysis want from an ideal elec
microscope and which improvements are likely around
corner. This is not meant to be an exhaustive survey;
reader is directed to several recent reviews for further
formation [1–4].

2. Historical perspective

The electron microscope was developed by Ernst Ru
in 1939. He received a Nobel Prize for his contributions
1986. We can gain a sense of electron microscopy durin
infancy from the 1945 paper by Turkevich [5], one of t
earliest surveys of the application of electron microscop
the study of catalysts. The microscope used had a resol
limit of 50 Å; however, many of the problems described
this survey remain topics of intense study today. A comm
theme was the study of catalysts treated at high tempera
(600 ◦C in this case), leading to the disappearance of s
Pt particles, and a loss of metal surface area. Another e
ple reported by Turkevich [5] was the sintering of alumi
which lost surface area (from 270 to 13 m2/g) after heating
eserved.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jcat
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at 600◦C. Since then, we have made significant impro
ments in our ability to stabilize metals and oxides, push
up the temperature at which catalysts are stable. Recent
ies of catalyst sintering for automotive and for combust
applications have been performed at temperatures of 90◦C
[6] and 1300◦C [7], respectively.

The methods used to prepare catalyst samples for
tron microscopy remain much the same as those use
Turkevich [5]. The sample is dispersed in a solvent to br
up agglomerates, and a drop of the powder suspensio
deposited on a carbon film that contains micrometer-s
and smaller holes. These “holey” carbon films allow us
image thin regions of solid samples without the elabo
sample preparation methods that are necessary for
classes of samples, such as metals, polymers, and ce
ics [8]. In the application of microscopy to catalysts tod
several other approaches are used. By dispersing the
lyst powder within an epoxy and using a microtome,
can prepare thin sections that provide better statistics
show the relative placement of various components wi
a catalyst [9]. It is even possible to study structures in
lution that would otherwise be altered when the solven
removed. Cryo TEM uses ultrafast cooling with liquid alk
nes to freeze a sample without causing crystallization of
solvent. In this manner, organic and inorganic polymer st
tures can be preserved within amorphous ice for study i
electron microscope [10].

Major improvements in the resolution and spectrosco
capabilities of transmission electron microscopes have
curred in the past two decades. Notable among these ar
development of high-voltage electron microscopes (200
and above) in Japan, UK, and the Netherlands that c
resolve the atomic structure of ceramics and metals.
numbers are typically reported for the resolution of a TE
the point resolution (or the ability to directly interpret th
observed image in terms of atomic structure) and the
resolution (or the information limit). The point resolutio
is limited not by the wavelength of the electrons, sin
the wavelength of 200 keV electrons is already 0.0251
Rather, it is the spherical aberrations of the lenses, the
bility of the microscope high voltage (chromatic aberratio
and mechanical vibrations that limit the attainable reso
tion. The line resolution is affected by the stability of t
microscope. In contrast, with scanning electron microsco
as well as scanning transmission microscopes (STEM),
olution is directly limited by the size of the electron probe

Since the TEM image involves the passage of an elec
wave through a three-dimensional sample, computati
methods had to be developed to predict the effect of lens
perfections, instabilities, and the electron scattering wi
the sample. One of the earliest high-resolution images (
ter than 10-Å resolution) which could be directly interpre
in terms of the atomic structure of the material (a comp
oxide) was reported by Iijima in 1971 [11]. The resolution
the microscope, a specially modified 100-keV microsco
was about 3.5 Å. Since then, improvements in electron op
-

-

r
-

-

e

-

have allowed the resolution of the most widely used 200-k
high-resolution TEMs to approach 1.8 Å. This means t
the atomic structure of most metals and ceramics along
low index zone axes can be routinely resolved in mod
TEMs. The race is now on to develop sub 1-Å resolut
to allow study of atomic structures around defects, with
earliest reports of resolution at this scale being achie
by focal series restoration [12,13] or via holographic me
ods [14] that allow for correction of microscope aberratio

3. Imaging of single atoms

For the application to heterogeneous catalysts, the m
important question is the ability to resolve the smallest m
particles and clusters which are present on high-surface
porous oxide supports. Often, it is the contrast from
support that limits our ability to detect the smallest str
tures. In 1971, Albert Crewe and his coworkers [15] show
that individual heavy atoms sitting on a light-atom suppo
ing substrate could be imaged using dark field imaging
a scanning transmission electron microscope. In this c
the choice of a heavy atom (W) and a low contrast s
strate (carbon film) was critical. Routine identification
single atoms of catalytically active metals such as Pt or
on conventional silica or alumina supports is not yet p
sible. To achieve such imaging, the best approach w
be to use high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) ima
ing which uses electrons scattered at high angles to f
the image. Electron scattering at high angles is cause
scattering from the nucleus, Rutherford scattering, wh
follows a Z2 dependence. Therefore, this form of imagi
is also calledZ-contrast imaging. A high brightness sour
of electrons, field emission gun (FEG), is necessary to
ate a fine probe which is scanned on the sample surface
imaging is largely incoherent at these high angles; hence
image resolution is limited by the size of the probe. HAAD
imaging could, until now, only be performed in dedicat
STEM instruments making this technique less widely av
able. However, the advent of FEG combination TEM/STE
instruments is making this technique more widely availa
At present, a resolution better than 2 Å is routinely availa
with these 200-keV instruments, and under ideal condit
a resolution of 1.4 Å is attainable [16].

The state of the art in HAADF imaging of small cluste
is shown in Fig. 1 from the work of Pennycook [17] using
1.4-Å probe in a 300-keV dedicated STEM instrument. T
noise in the image from the support and from the finite pr
size reduces the visibility of what are reported to be trim
of Pt on the alumina surface. Correction of aberration
these instruments could reduce the probe size to below
leading to significant improvement in the ability to dete
single atoms and small clusters. Fig. 2 shows a simula
of the image that could be obtained from the same sam
using an aberration-corrected STEM instrument. Sev
such instruments are being constructed at present and
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Fig. 1. Pt dimers and trimers imaged on aγ -alumina support using a 1.4-
probe. The [001] and [110] directions of the spinel lattice are indica
A smaller probe size (see simulated image in Fig. 2) would make it pos
to see the Pt atoms clearly and also resolve the O atom columns (rep
from [17] with the permission of the Microscopy Society of America).

hoped that these will revolutionize the study of single ato
and small clusters present on the surface of conventi
oxide supports used in heterogeneous catalysts. It ma
possible in the future to see all of the metal atoms that
deposited on the catalyst support.

4. Imaging of metal clusters (three atoms and larger)

While microscopists are still struggling to obtain imag
of single atoms, the picture is much better with regard
clusters containing three or more atoms. There are two m
l

problems in accurately quantifying the size and distribu
of small clusters. First, the phase contrast from the sup
makes detection of small clusters difficult. Second,
clusters may be present at different heights in the speci
When the cluster is not exactly at the focal plane, it w
appear more diffuse and the apparent size will be overst
A rather pessimistic view was presented by Flynn et al. [
in the 1970s, who predicted that size measurements
TEM images of particles smaller than 25 Å could be
significant error. Thankfully, improvements in the resolut
of TEMs pushed down this uncertainty limit, to below 10
at present. For ease of imaging small clusters, a crysta
support imaged off its zone axis is preferable to amorph
supports such as carbon or silica. Such an approach was
by Schwank et al. [19] to image three-atom Os clusters
Al2O3, which were seen as scattering centers 6 Å in size
more recent work, Allard et al. [20] have presented ima
of five-atom Os clusters, which appear as uniform black d
on the background of the support lattice (see Fig. 3).
2.1-Å spacing of the MgO lattice planes provides an inte
calibration to determine with high accuracy the size of th
Os clusters. The problems of cluster visibility and chan
in apparent size with focus still remain, but they can
overcome when dark field imaging in a STEM instrum
is used.

In a STEM instrument, a fine electron probe is scan
over the sample to form the image. When electrons scatt
at high angles are utilized with an annular detector,
technique is referred to as high-angle annular dark fi
imaging. HAADF images improve the visibility of sma
clusters since there is no phase contrast from the sup
However, as seen in Fig. 1, the images are quite noisy
since the probe size is convoluted with that of the cluster
apparent size will be overstated. To overcome this limitat
Treacy and coworkers at Exxon [21] measured the abso
intensity of scattered electrons, after the contribution fr
the nearby support was subtracted. Since scattered inte
is directly proportional to the number of atoms in t
ution
e of

fro
Fig. 2. (Left) surface monolayer ofγ -alumina with Pt trimer in surface vacancy sites. (Right) simulated image of a Pt trimer on 50 Å ofγ -alumina for the
aberration-corrected VG HB603U microscope. Atom positions were obtained from first-principles simulations and the image simulated by convolwith
the probe intensity profile. The simulation assumes a 0.5-Å probe for the surface atoms, but for the crystal the resolution will be limited by the sizthe 1s
Bloch states, approximately 0.8-Å diameter. The atomic positions of Pt atoms are directly visible as are oxygen columns in the support (reprintedm [17]
with the permission of the Microscopy Society of America).
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Fig. 3. High-resolution TEM image of [Os5C(CO)14]2− clusters on MgO.
The MgO lattice fringe spacing of 2.1 Å serves as a calibration for
size of the clusters (reprinted from [20] with permission from Americ
Chemical Society).

cluster, it provides a measure of the number of ato
For a STEM probe size of 3.5 Å, Pt clusters contain
as few as three atoms could be detected when supp
on typical, 20-nm thick,γ -Al2O3 oxide support. In a
subsequent study reported in 1990 [22], the Treacy gr
using a 2-Å probe demonstrated detection of single Pt at
in a 200-Å thick zeolite support. The problem of pro
convolution was recently addressed by Yang et al. [23], w
studied the absolute intensity of Rutherford scattering
function of measured particle diameter. The intensity sca
with diameter, but the variation was closer tod4 than the
expectedd3 relationship for spheres. Convolution of th
cluster size with the finite probe impacted the apparent s
of the smallest clusters much more than the larger clus
By accounting for the probe size convolution effect, Ya
et al. [23] were able to explain theird4 scaling relationship
and concluded that the clusters were spherical in sh
throughout the size range investigated. This is in agreem
with the previous work of Treacy et al. [21], who came to
similar conclusion.

5. Particle shapes and internal structures of small metal
particles

As particles get larger than 20 Å, it becomes possibl
discern their shapes and the nature of surface facets.
earliest images of the internal structure of small partic
came from the Cambridge high-voltage microscope pro
through the work of Marks and Smith [24,25]. Their imag
where the metal particles were imaged in profile view, p
vided the first glimpse of the internal structure of small me
.

t

Fig. 4. Profile view images of Rh/SiO2. Particles are nearly cubooctahed
and exhibit (111) and (100) facets (reprinted from [26] with permiss
from American Chemical Society).

particles relevant to catalysis. Fig. 4 shows a profile view
age of a Rh metal particle on a model silica support prep
in our laboratory [26]. The silica microspheres make it ea
to obtain profile views allowing us to clearly see the surfa
and metal-support interfaces in metal particles.

An important contribution over this period came fro
the group of Yacaman and Ocanaz [27], who developed
weak beam dark field technique to study the shape of s
metal particles. The most common particle shape for
metals such as Pt or Au were cubooctahedral, as see
Fig. 4 with particles exposing their (111) and (100) surfa
facets. While metal particles generally follow the atom
arrangements seen in the bulk metal, it was found
small particles irradiated by the electron beam can ad
a range of internal structures, with different arrangeme
such as bcc, hcp, or fcc, and even icosahedral observe
a given particle [28]. Nonetheless, the particles image
these studies were always three-dimensional, and no 2
raftlike structures were reported. Around this time, work
at Exxon reported the observation of strong metal sup
interactions in the Pt/TiO2 catalyst system. In situ TEM
studies showed that Pt metal particles showed lower con
after reduction in H2, which was attributed to raftlike o
pillbox structures [29]. However, later work using profi
imaging confirmed that high-temperature reduction led
migration of a TiOx overlayer rather than a change in t
shape of metal particles [30].

There were other reports of raftlike structures, for
ample, the work by Yates et al. [31]. These reports w
based on the contrast exhibited by the metal particles,
particles being considered three-dimensional, whereas t
exhibiting light contrast were thought to be rafts. This as
tion was disputed by Treacy et al. [32], who demonstra
that contrast from metal particles depends on their diffr
tion condition, particles oriented correctly for diffraction a
pear dark, and no inference should therefore be made a
three-dimensional shapes based on image contrast. Th
velopment of nonporous spherical model supports [33]
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the
Fig. 5. Images of Pd crystallites on a MgO support annealed in UHV (a) and in 10−5 Torr of O2 (b). There is a flattening of the particle and an increase in
(100) facet at the top versus the (111) facets, on the side. Profile view drawings of Pd particles annealed in UHV (c) or in O2 (d) (10−3 Torr, 550◦C). The
light drawings correspond to unsupported particles (reprinted from [37] with permission from Elsevier).
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our research group permits imaging of metal particles in
of their orientations and aids in establishing particle sha
(as seen in Fig. 4). An alternative approach is the us
electron holography to obtain the amplitude and phas
the electron wave leaving the specimen. In this manner
can reconstruct the depth of the sample along the elec
beam and obtain 3D shapes in metal particles [34]. The w
in our group showed how shapes of metal particles cha
after high-temperature treatment in reducing or oxidiz
atmospheres. For example, in the case of Pt, reducin
mospheres caused the shapes to be cubooctahedral, w
oxidizing atmospheres led to more spherical shapes [35

The most definitive studies of shape changes of s
crystals have been performed by researchers at Mars
[36,37], first using an SEM, and later with high-resolut
TEM. By performing studies under UHV conditions, a
carefully annealing the metal particles, it was possible
study the equilibrium shapes of metal particles. In cas
metals such as Pd, it is very difficult to work under con
tions where the bulk oxide PdO does not form. By annea
at low oxygen pressures [37], it was possible to pres
Pd in its metallic form. Fig. 5 shows the shapes of Pd p
ticles annealed in UHV or in 10−5 Torr of O2. The (100)
facets grow at the expense of the (111) facets after anne
-
as

in oxygen atmospheres. These shape changes are con
with the effect of adsorbed oxygen on surface energy of
as predicted by the Wulff construction [37].

6. Surface structures of small particles (dynamic
rearrangements)

Profile view images permit the most direct observat
of the surfaces of small metal particles, as first reported
Marks and Smith [38]. As well as clean, sharp surface
ages, morphological details of catalytic significance, suc
the distribution of surface steps, particle faceting, and
nature of surface reconstructions, were obtained. By ma
ing the atom positions with calculations of particle structu
these authors were able to confirm the expected (1× 2)
reconstruction of the Au surface. A different technique,
flection electron microscopy, was developed by Cowle
group [39], where sample surfaces were oriented so tha
diffracted beams could be used to form an image. In
geometry, the image is severely foreshortened, but un
its complementary technique, reflection high-energy e
tron diffraction, they were able to obtain real space ima
of surface structure on metal and ceramic surfaces.
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Fig. 6. HRTEM image of Rh/SiO2 after oxidation–reduction cycling. Th
catalyst shows higher activity and altered selectivity due to the rou
exposed surfaces compared to the annealed state, shown in Fig. 4 (rep
from [26] with permission from American Chemical Society).

It is well known from the work of Schmidt and cowork
ers [40] that oxidation and low-temperature reduction le
to large increases in the activity of metal catalysts for str
ture sensitive reactions. In our group, we studied the ef
of oxidative restructuring on the surfaces of Rh metal p
ticles [26]. Images of Rh metal surfaces in their annea
(high-temperature reduced) state were shown in Fig
Fig. 6 shows an image of Rh particles in the oxidized a
low-temperature reduced states, showing clearly how ro
surfaces can be created on metal particles. These im
show that the natures of surface sites in metal particles
d

s

not a function of size alone. In similarly sized particle
one can have very different surface coordinations lead
to marked differences in activity. Further, it is common
thought that oxidation will lead to spreading and wetting
the metal oxide on the support. However, we find that
ble metals such as Pd or Rh form oxide particles that rem
three-dimensional in shape [41]. A slight increase in siz
caused by swelling of the particle due to a greater mass
the lower density of the oxide. It is the difference in spec
volume of the metal and metal oxide phases that gives
to this restructuring, leading to enhanced activity and alte
selectivity.

Of great importance for the study of shape and surf
structure changes in catalysts is the development of in
TEM. With the advent of high-voltage microscopes, it b
comes possible to achieve atomic resolution in the pres
of a gas atmosphere. The first report of high-resolu
observation in the presence of a gas phase was by Pa
son [42]. Later, Boyes et al. [43], modified a 300-keV TE
to enable operation in the presence of several Torr of
allowing in situ studies of oxidation catalysts [44]. Most r
cently, the work at the Topsoe laboratories [45] has repo
the use of in situ TEM to study changes in the catalytic s
faces after exposure to the gas phase. Fig. 7 shows s
changes in the Cu/ZnO catalyst that is used for methan
synthesis as a function of gas atmosphere. These s
changes, which lead to the flattening of the metal partic
allow these authors to explain the changes in reactivity s
when operating under more oxidizing conditions.
the Cu
of

.

Fig. 7. In situ TEM images (A, C, and E) of a Cu/ZnO catalyst in various gas environments together with the corresponding Wulff constructions of
nanocrystals (B, D, and F). (A) The image was recorded at a pressure of 1.5 mbar of H2 at 220◦C. The electron beam is parallel to the [011] zone axis
copper. (C) Obtained in a gas mixture of H2 and H2O, H2:H2O = 3:1 at a total pressure of 1.5 mbar at 220◦C. (E) Obtained in a gas mixture of H2 (95%)
and CO (5%) at a total pressure of 5 mbar at 220◦C (reprinted from [45] with permission from American Association for the Advancement of Science)
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7. Three-dimensional TEM

One major limitation of TEM imaging is that we ob
tain two-dimensional images from samples that are th
dimensional. Over the past decade, several approaches
emerged to fill in this information gap in the third dimensio
It should be recognized first that image contrast cannot b
rectly interpreted in terms of sample thickness. As expla
previously, when a metal particle appears dark, it sim
means that it is oriented close to its diffraction conditi
Image contrast is a complicated function of particle ori
tation, internal structure, and electron imaging conditio
Electron holography provides a method to obtain separa
the phase and amplitude of the electron wave that ex
specimen. Phase shifts are directly related to mean inne
tential, which in turn is related directly to the thickness
the sample. To obtain a hologram, one approach is off-
holography, where a charged wire above the viewing sc
serves as a biprism, and an interference pattern is gene
between the electron wave that passes through the spec
and a reference wave going through vacuum. From this
terference pattern (hologram), through Fourier process
we can derive the phase and amplitude of the transm
wave. These phase images provide direct thickness ma
the sample. Using this technique, we were able to map
the internal structure of Pd metal particles subjected to
dation reduction treatments [46].

An alternative approach is that developed by the gr
of Krijn De Jong and coworkers [47,48], where a ser
of images are recorded from the sample as a func
of tilt angle. By covering a large range of tilt angle
and combining these images, it is possible to crea
3D reconstruction of the sample. One can then obtain s
through the sample to investigate internal details of
e

-

d
n

f

particle. As shown in the image in Fig. 8, which represe
slices through a grain of a zeolite particle, it is possi
to image the location of mesopores within the partic
An extension of this approach by Weyland et al. [49]
small metal clusters in mesoporous silica has extended
resolution of this technique to nanoscale particles.

8. Scanning electron microscopy

A technique that shows great promise for the study of
alysts is scanning electron microscopy. Over the past dec
the resolution of commercially available SEMs in the l
kilovolt range has been steadily improving. It is now poss
to get probe sizes of about 25 Å at 1 keV and 5 Å at 30 k
[50]. The conventional operating mode for SEMs has b
to operate at voltages of 25–30 keV, where the finest p
sizes can be obtained. Higher voltage operation is suit
for studying metal particles on conducting substrates s
as carbon. On other supports, it is often necessary to pro
a metallic coating to improve charge dissipation, but this s
should be avoided whenever possible because featur
interest are obscured. When the substrate is flat and y
little topographic contrast, it is possible to easily resolve
quantify nanosized metal particles using secondary elec
imaging (SEI), but even better with back scattered elec
imaging (BEI), which yields improved contrast. The SEM
most sensitive to metal particles on the surface of the
port, but as shown by Liu [51], even particles located in
interior can be imaged using BEI imaging. Fig. 9 shows
example from the work of Liu [51] that shows how diffe
ences in operating voltage and imaging conditions (SE
BEI) can alter the visibility of small Pt metal particles. F
such samples, the SEM could easily supplant the TEM in
ion and
Fig. 8. TEM image of crystal of XVUSY zeolite. (a) 2D conventional TEM image and (b) slice through the particles using 3D TEM. The locat
morphology of internal pores can be clearly seen (reprinted from [48] with permission from Wiley VCH).
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), (d) 10 kV.
eri
Fig. 9. High-resolution BE and SE images of the same sample area of a carbon-supported Pt catalyst at incident energies of (a), (b) 4 kV and (c
A–D indicate Pt metal particles whose contrast varies with imaging conditions (reprinted from [51] with permission from Microscopy Society of Amca).
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future as a routine characterization tool for studying m
dispersion and support morphology.

When more typical oxide (insulating) supports are us
and there is significant topographic contrast, identifica
of small metal particles becomes progressively more d
cult. Here BE imaging is helpful since topographic contr
is suppressed relative to atomic number contrast. Us
lower operating voltages allows operation at the crosso
point (where emission balances the influx of electrons)
the sample does not charge up. This is potentially the m
useful area for application of the SEM for catalyst stud
Due to lower penetration of the electrons, the signal is
rived from the surface region of the sample. Large ar
of the sample can be imaged with minimal sample prep
tion. The larger probe size at lower operating voltages m
preclude quantifying the observed nanoscale features
the improved contrast and visibility may be very useful
understanding the morphological details of the catalyst s
ple. One example is presented from the work of Boyes [
tFig. 10. Secondary electron image of processed single wall carbon n
tubes (SWNT) recorded at 1.5 kV. The smallest features correspon
single walled carbon nanotubes of widths less than 1 nm in diam
(reprinted from [50] with permission from Microscopy Society of Americ
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which shows the ability to detect nanosized features u
low kilovolt (1.5 kV) operation in an SEM. The image
Fig. 10 shows single walled carbon nanotubes, with the
sociated catalyst particles, that provides a very good fee
the three-dimensional microstructure of this sample. W
the dimension of individual nanotubes may be smaller t
the probe width, their presence can be readily seen in S
images.

9. In situ spectroscopy within the microscope (EDS,
AES, EELS)

Electron beam specimen interactions cause inner she
citations, which give rise to a number of signals: emissio
photons, secondary and back scattered electrons, as w
Auger electrons. By using a small electron probe to ex
the sample, direct information on elemental compositi
can be obtained at the nanoscale. The most common a
cation is the use of solid state X-ray detectors which perf
energy dispersive spectroscopy of the generated pho
Recent developments in this technique are the availab
of larger detectors (30 mm2 compared to the most commo
10 mm2) and the ability to bring this detector closer to t
specimen allowing an increase in the solid angle for X-
collection. This makes it possible to acquire elemental c
positions with very high spatial resolution. As illustrat
in the work of Prestvik et al. [52], elemental analysis
nanometer-sized metal particles is now possible with con
erable precision. The actual spatial resolution is still limi
by the effects of beam broadening, but in thin regions of
sample, and with no overlap with neighboring particles,
may not be a serious issue.
-

s

-

.

Auger electrons, carrying chemical information, ha
also been used to form images of surface steps and sma
ticles deposited on oxide substrates. Nanometer-resol
Auger electron images have been obtained in a spec
modified UHV STEM instrument and small metal clust
containing as few as 15 atoms have been detected in A
peak images by Liu and Cowley [53]. The combination
various imaging, diffraction, and analytical techniques
proved very powerful for characterizing surface structu
with high spatial resolution and chemical sensitivity. Ho
ever, the sensitivity for Auger electron detection is qu
limited due to the limited space for a spectrometer in a T
column. Combined with the necessity of having a UHV m
croscope, it has meant that this technique has not bec
widely available.

A technique that shows great promise is electron en
loss spectroscopy (EELS). Improvements in parallel de
tion of transmitted electrons and the availability of imag
EELS, allowing us to obtain energy filtered TEM imag
makes this potentially a very useful technique for cata
studies. The acquired spectra are complementary to
AFS and provide similar information, but with high spat
resolution. Combined with the wider availability of fie
emission gun microscopes, both EELS and EFTEM
become increasingly important tools for the study of c
alytic materials. An excellent review is presented by Col
et al. [54]. An example of the type of information obtain
can be seen in Fig. 11, where carbon K edge spectra
shown for some of the types of carbonaceous species se
Fe Fischer–Tropsch catalysts [55]. These subtle differe
in carbon structure lead to major differences in the reac
ity of these different forms of carbon. XPS analysis of th
same catalysts does not reveal the rich detail seen in
EELS patterns. Fig. 11 shows that the carbon in the
not se
am exp
ermission
Fig. 11. HRTEM image of Fe catalyst (left) showing the carbide core, amorphous surface carbon layer, and some graphitic carbon. TheEELS spectra on the
right show the carbon K edge fine structure from different regions of a spent iron FT catalyst. (a) Carbide particle with an amorphous oxide layer (en in
this image), (b) a carbide particle with an amorphous carbon layer (such as the one imaged here), (c) particle such as the one on the left after e-beosure,
(d) reference C K edge recorded from the carbon film on the TEM grid, as seen in the bottom left corner of the image (reprinted from [55] with p
from Microscopy Society of South Africa).
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carbide phase has a different ratio of theπ∗ andσ ∗ peaks
compared to the amorphous surface carbon on the cat
surface. We know from other results that the surface
bon is very reactive and can be converted to methane a
temperatures. Amorphous carbon films used to support t
TEM samples are quite inert, but in TEM images you c
not distinguish them from these carbonaceous surface la
The EELS spectra in Fig. 11 show that the surface carb
ceous layers are indeed different from the inert carbon fi
in their ratio ofπ∗ andσ ∗ peaks. These results show th
EELS in the TEM can be a very sensitive probe of reactiv
and bonding of the nanoscale structures seen in catalys

10. Model catalysts

The nature of high-surface-area supports used to
thesize heterogeneous catalysts makes it inherently diffi
to apply electron microscopy. The active phase is pre
within the pores, the supports are insulating and tend
charge up and become unstable during examination, an
contrast from the support interferes with images of the ac
phase. Hence, various forms of model catalysts have
used to simplify the study of catalysts. The most widely u
model support for TEM studies consists of a thin oxide fi
that is supported on a TEM metal grid. The oxide film can
grown by evaporation of silicon or aluminum on a crystal
rock salt followed by oxidation of the metal and dissoluti
of the rock salt to yield a thin, self-supporting film that c
be picked up on a TEM grid [40]. An interesting variation
this technique is the so-called “inverted” catalyst develo
by the group of Hayek and coworkers [56]. Here the meta
first evaporated on rock salt and the oxide is next depos
followed by dissolution of the rock salt so that the metal s
face in contact with the rock salt is now exposed to the
phase. In this manner, the metal surface in contact with
gas phase can be chosen based on the epitaxial relatio
established during the evaporation of the metal on the
strate.

In our group, we have developed the use of nonpor
metal oxides as supports, since they allow us to image
dispersed phase in edge-on as well as top view. These
ports help to image the three-dimensional structure of
dispersed phase. The easiest ones to prepare are bas
silica, as seen in Fig. 4, but crystalline, nonporous pa
cles of transitional alumina can also be prepared using v
phase routes [57]. It is worth mentioning that with the i
provement in SEM image resolution, the requiremen
prepare electron transparent support films can be rela
Thune et al. [58] have used silicon oxide layers grown
silicon wafers as model supports to study the polymer
tion of ethylene from single sites of a Cr polymerizati
catalyst. While silicon wafers may be adequate for so
applications, they are not robust enough to be subjecte
high temperatures. In our work on catalyst sintering, we h
started to use disks of quartz or sapphire as model supp
t

.

ip

-

on

.

.

These are excellent model supports that can be subject
temperatures exceeding 1000◦C and provide very robus
model catalysts for future microscopy studies using lo
voltage SEM.

11. Future directions

This review has provided an account of some rec
developments in microscopy of catalysts. We now disc
some of the improvements in microscopy techniques
could have a significant impact on the study of catalysts.
most important development on the horizon is the correc
of aberrations in microscope lenses to improve resolut
While the development is underway for both scanning
transmission electron microscopes, of utmost importa
would the application in scanning microscopes. Reduc
the size of the probe below 1 Å in a STEM may make
possible to clearly see individual atomic and ionic spec
on the surface of catalyst supports. It is this missing “ato
ically dispersed” phase which is often invoked to expl
the activity of supported catalysts. Another significant
velopment is the improvement in resolution of low-volta
SEMs. With a low-voltage SEM, one could image a ca
lyst in its as-prepared state, without the need for meta
or carbon coating. We could map out the location of
active phase, on and below the surface of porous supp
The ability to directly image wash-coated monolith ca
lysts in the SEM and image nanoscale features would
immensely in diagnosing some of the causes of catalys
activation. Improvements in TEM resolution and low-do
techniques may allow us to study the internal structure
small metal clusters. At present, during high-magnificat
imaging, these metal clusters are quite mobile and de
of internal structure get blurred. Future studies could be
rected using low-dose techniques to better understand
nature of the metal-support interfaces. Finally, a deve
ment worthy of note is the availability of in situ microscop
that permit high resolution imaging in the presence of
sorbates and reactants. We have already seen applic
of these tools for studying the morphology of working c
alysts. Improved resolution, lower beam dose, microsc
stages that can correct for specimen drift will all contrib
to the ease with which in situ microscopes could be used
the study of catalysts. With the application of in situ sp
troscopic tools, better energy resolution to get EXAFS-l
performance when performing EELS in the TEM, and
judicious use of model supports, we can extend significa
the impact of microscopy in the field of catalysis.
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